Based on the study bv Jex_itt and Luu (1995) , there are _35,000 objects with diameters larger than 100 km between 30 and 50 AU. Recent observations from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) also suggest that there are more than 2 x 10 s Halley-sized objects in the KB (Cochran et aL 1995) . This population is, in principle, capable of producing a large amount of dust (for comparison, there are only about 250 asteroids with diameters larger than 100 km in the main asteroid belt). A recent collision model of the KB objects also predicts a total dust production rate LIOU. ZOOK. AND DERMO'VI from 9 × l0 s to 3 x 10 _I g sec J (Stern 1995 (Stern , 1996 . This dust cloud may even be visible in the infrared wavelength (Backman et al. 1995 : Stern 1996 . Comparing the dust production rate in the KB with the 10: g sec _ dust needed to maintain the zodiacal cloud in a quasi-equilibrium state (Whipple 1967) 
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is -(l where v is the velocity vector of the particle, _ is its unit position vector with respect to the Sun, and M_ is the Sun's mass, while M_ and r, are the mass of the n t_ planet and the position vector of the particle with respect to that planet, S, c, and Qp, are the solar energy flux density, speed of light, and radiation pressure coefficient, respectively. The velocity-independent part of the third term at the right-hand side of Eq, (1) is the radiation pressure force term, whereas the velocity-dependent parts are the drag terms. Solar wind drag is caused by the interaction between solar wind ions and the dust particle, and the net effect is similar to that of PR drag. MMR with Neptune (at 34.6 AU) and then in a 1 : 1 MMR with Neptune (at 29.1 AU). Its final resonance trap was in a 1:1 MMR with Uranus for about 8.2 myr. In both long-duration resonances, the inclination of the dust grain tended to decrease with time. Based on previous work (Liou et al. 1995b ), a secularly decreasing inclination might be expected. After it left the last resonance, it continued its journey toward the Sun until it was gravitationally scattered out of the Solar System by Saturn. The effect of solar radiation pressure is to change the effective mass of the Sun as "seen" by dust grains. This changes the semimajor axis, eccentricity, and sometimes the longitude of perihelion of a dust grain on its release from the large parent body. It also modifies the location of a p:q MMR with a planet. The new MMR location is given by FIG. 1. Orbital evolution of a 9-/zm KB dust grain• It started its journey from 47.5 AU due to the effect of radiation pressure. It was trapped in the 4 : 3 MMR with Neptune for about 3,6 myr and was removed from the resonance before its eccentricity reached the possible maximum _alue of 0.31. It continued its journey afterward, and was trapped in the [ : l MMR ,_ith Neptune for about 650,000 years. Eventually this grain passed by Neptune.
Uranus, and Saturn before it was ejected from the Solar System by Jupiter. To avoid possible confusion with dust grains that spiral into the Sun, we plot the semimajor axis of a grain as positive infinity when it becomes hyperbolic. the way to the Sun. When this dust grain crossed the orbit of the Earth, its eccentricity was surprisingly small, about 0.08. Its inclination was about 15°.
The next example is a 1-p,m dust grain (Fig. 4) . The radiation pressure force pushes its semimajor axis to about 130 AU after its release from the parent body. It was trapped in a 2:1 MMR with Neptune (at 40.3 AU) for about half a million years. After it escaped the resonance, it evolved all the way to the Sun. When this dust grain passed by the orbit of the Earth, its eccentricity and inclination were 0.132 and 16.6°, respectively.
Another example of evolution is shown in Fig. 5 . It is a 4-/_m dust grain. This is one of the few grains in our samples that was trapped in two relatively long resonances. It started from about 51 AU and was trapped in a 7:4 MMR with Neptune (at 42.2 AU) for about 6.1 myr. After it escaped the resonance, ft was trapped brietlv in a 13:10 where avl is the semimajor axis of the planet, and p and q are two integers that specify a particular, p : q, resonance.
The parameter K, defined as the ratio p/q, is larger than 1 for an exterior MMR, less than 1 for an interior MMR, and equal to 1 for a 1:1 MMR.
In a Sun-dust two-body system, the effect of PR drag An unusual evolution of the KB dust grain is shown in Fig. 6 . This is a 9-/zm dust grain. 
